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of the mind, in which the mind unfolds making a person into a personality.
The maturing process of the mind takes longer than the puberty of the body.
For this reason, boys and girls should not be going steady and caressing
one another before they have reached the age of about 18.
On the other hand, there is nothing against a good fellowship of boys and
girls, neither is there anything against activities together. Nor does anything
oppose boys playing the role of protector over girls when going out. But a
certain distance with respect to the other sex must always be preserved.
Do you not realize that the Evil One is infiltrating our young people with
immorality through unbelieving, modernistic priests, through immoral teachers, thus gradually ruining society? But precisely this is a great opportunity for you to tell people through your way of living how valuable GOD
and His Commandments are. Amen!

Youth  Holy Time

My beloved! Even today the Holy Family is the unique model for families and family-like Christian communities. But it often happens that
parents, if they wish to realize this ideal in their family and really do their
utmost, meet with a lack of understanding, sometimes within their own
family, but mostly on the part of the unbelieving world. But children also
often suffer because they find but little understanding for their being
young.

Fighting the Tempter  not Youth

Be blessed by GOD TRINITY,
the 9 FATHER and the 9 SON
and the 9 HOLY GHOST. Amen!
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Today many parents are weighed down by care and fear that their
children might perish. Nowadays, within the official Church, people are
hardly permitted to speak of hell. And yet it exists! A tremendous, spiritual battle is raging between the Angels of Heaven and the infernal spirits. But one thing is certain: if we appreciate and venerate the Holy
Family, and take them as a model, we will thrive on them, and will reap
richest grace for our family matters.
Todays youth are exposed to the greatest temptations and strongest
seductions. The negative influences of school and world are enormous.
Therefore, it is difficult to preach about it in general, it is better to talk
about it individually. The youth need our support. I know how important young people are to GOD. Our future lies in the youth! Politics,
Church leaders and the previous generation have caused havoc indeed.
What do we actually pass on to the young generation?  A world, morally and materially destroyed!

Confidence Binds Together

The Devil Joins in the Dancing

We must give confidence to our youth. We must not bother them with mere
donts saying: Dont do this, dont do that! Parents must be inventive and
search for things their children are allowed to do and guide them. With a
mere list of donts, they will become frustrated and stubborn and they will
make up for everything later to the full. If parents continue to criticize them,
they will run away from home and go to the dogs all the more in the world.
It is also of great importance that parents warn their children in time of certain dangers to prevent them from rushing headlong into dangers when
they set out into the world on their own.

No party of this world can give you eternal life! On the contrary, on such
events I often see the Devil dancing, too.  Of course, there are also many
decent parties and feasts, which are not affected.  But these flattering,
cuddling girls, always chatting the boys up  Disgusting! That is all I can say,
I am nauseated.  In spite of everything I still see young people who do not
know much about faith, but hats off to them: they have a wonderful character. You might have a very good conversation with them, they talk sense.
They just lack guidance.

Confidence binds together unbelievably. I know a young man who was innocently put in confinement. The guard was well aware of it, trusted him
and got him out of the cell to gather apples on the open area. The boy could
have run off, for there was no fence anywhere near. But the guards confidence in the boy was so strong that he could not bring himself to escape
despite a strong temptation to do so. He would have regretted it very much
to destroy the guards confidence.  The confidence of the parents in their
children would give a wonderful, strong bond.

Time of Puberty  A Holy Time

Mistrust, however, breeds the opposite. A wife constantly made a scene to
her husband accusing him of committing adultery, etc. although it was not
true. One day he had enough and said: I will go and do what you have
been thinking me capable of all along! For you believe anyway that I will
do it!

GODs Invitation
It often is the tempter who wants to lead the young people astray. Take, for
example, an invitation to a party and one thinks: I must go there, otherwise
I will be laughed at or bullied, even if I cannot go to Church on Sunday
then. But, my beloved, the SAVIOUR has a party every Sunday. Though
your legs are not dancing on this party, your heart will be dancing with joy.
The piece of cake on your friends party may taste delicious, but it maintains
and comforts your life but for a little while. The SAVIOUR, too, has set a
table with food for you, a table with divine food. This food, which we serve
in the name of GOD, gives eternal life! As the SAVIOUR says: Do not work
for food that spoils, but for food that endures to eternal life, which the Son
of Man will give you. (Joh 6,27)

At present there is a tendency for young people at the early age of 12, 13
or 14 to have marriagelike relationships, often even with the parents consent. It is, from GODs point of view, a violation with fatal consequences!
 It is not I, Mr Schneider or the Sword-Bishop, who says this, but GOD
shows and reveals it to me.  I suffer severely because of it since I know and
I am forced to see what will come of it; because I know that in many cases
this is the cause of a later broken home. And then, when their lives have
been wrecked, they come to the Sword-Bishop, asking: Please help me!
Sure, I will help immediately and always. But it need not have happened.
So far we have been able to heal many a broken marriage with GODs
help.
The process of puberty, growing up, which has only just begun, is disrupted
by love affairs with the other sex at a much too early age. If boys and girls
thus come together, their very natures will intermingle. Girls will behave like
boys and boys will behave like girls. This produces a hotchpotch of man
and woman later causing immense marital problems. Because men are no
longer men, they are rather wimps, sonny boys, no longer able to stand
firm. As a result, the wife will lack the necessary support of a husband and
children will lack a father. Women lose their girlishness; they will lack
motherliness and are no longer able to be a wife and a mother.

Becoming an Adult
A young person usually goes through two stages of puberty: the maturing
process of the body, in which the body develops, and the maturing process

